i=l base of neighbourhoods in E' for the polar topology T of G convergence. Such polar topologies are always separated. Different collections G can generate the same polar topology but there is always a maximal collection G corresponding to a given polar topology. Such collections are called saturated collections; given a collection G the corresponding saturated collection is obtained by successively forming all finite unions, taking weakly-closed circled convex extensions, and finally taking all subsets. The saturated collection corresponding to finite sets in E generates tf-(E ! , E).
The following lemma is useful when working with polar topologies. Examples of its use follow and topics are suggested which might use the lemma. Proof. We know (3 is generated by the saturated collection (B of all o~ (E, E') bounded sets in E while cr is generated by the collection G which is the saturated family corresponding to finite sets in E. Since cr = (3 by the lemma G = H, that is, the only cr (E, E 1 ) bounded sets are obtained by the saturating operations on finite sets. Thus all £ bounded sets are finite dimensional since E has the same bounded sets in the £ and cr (E, E 1 ) topologies. It follows that any x' e E* is bounded and thus continuous since E is a bornological space. Thus E 1 = E* .
The question of whether or not Proposition 2 holds for nonbornological spaces might be answered with the use of the lemma. Also the lemma appears to be the proper tool for investigating lattice properties in the lattice of polar topologies.
